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Verify user login credentials using two or more 

authentication methods. For example: Google, Facebook, 

Github, Twitter, etc. 



Provide API documentation and support	




Provide tools to detect if more than one agent is working 

or assigned to a ticket, request, or problem	




Connect with other apps to use their features	




Analyze data using AI	




Automate and streamline processes that previously 

required human effort and time




Large market presence	




Offers a calendar within the software or integrates with an 

external calendar




Allows to transfer between service representatives and 

managers to join a conversation




Create group, team, or topic specific chat rooms 

("Channels") where members can communicate and 

collaborate in real time




Effectively manage and organize information about 

clients, customers, and other contacts

2-Factor Authentication


API


Agent Collision Detection


Application Integration


Artificial Intelligence Analysis


Automation


Brand Recognition


Calendar or Calendar Integration


Channel Transfer


Chat Channels


Contact Database
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Basic functionality

Above average

Category leading

Feature absent



PRODUCT ABILITY OVERVIEW CONT.

Create and edit personalized fields in tables, calendars, 

databases, or forms




Customize interface to match your preferences	




Chat directly with customers real time	




Creates customer profiles with customer information and 

activity




Offer support for their product (technical assistance, help 

navigating the software, etc.)




Aggregate and display data in a central location to help 

optimize performance




Send private messages to other specified users	




Chat about and discuss topics by posting comments	




Save and store documents and files within the software	




Offers email integration so you can send emails from the 

platform




Commit information from email directly into a knowledge 

base




Secure information by transforming data into code that 

can only be decrypted using a specific key or password

Create Custom Fields


Custom Interface


Customer Chat


Customer Profiles


Customer Support


Dashboard


Direct Messaging


Discussion Board


Document Storage


Email Integration


Email to Knowledge Base


Encryption
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PRODUCT ABILITY OVERVIEW CONT.

Send messages to groups of customers by filtering on 

audience tags and attributes




Make video calls to multiple participants at one time




Focus on IT service management	




Support integration with other applications, software 

libraries, or databases




Create tickets regarding issues that need to be solved	




Aggregate information and documents in a central self 

help location




Support languages beyond English	




Tracks and monitors which networks are down or 

overloaded	




Install, deploy, and run the software on an organization's 

(or individual's) internal servers as opposed to remote or 

cloud servers




Support tickets can be linked to other related or previous 

addressed support tickets




Designate specific channels as public or private, set 

visibility and security preferences, and add or remove 

members

Group Messaging


Group Video Conferencing 


IT Service Management


Integrations


Issue Ticketing


Knowledge Base


Multi-Lingual Functionality


Network Monitoring


On-Premises


Parent-Child Ticketing


Private Channels
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PRODUCT ABILITY OVERVIEW CONT.

Message or alert other individual users in real time	




Set, send, and receive reminders and notifications 

regarding upcoming events or deadlines




Transfer a current support session to another 

representative, department, or manager




Integrate with social media channels (Facebook, Twitter, 

Instagram) to publish content for marketing automation 

campaigns




Automatically correct misspelled words	




Create and manage support tickets within the software	




Track how users are interacting with your website.	




Allow users to talk to each other via video	




Requires little technical expertise / prior experience with 

similar products to set up the software and connect it to 

other internal systems	




Provide vendor curated content with the purpose of 

explaining the importance of, or supporting the usage of, 

the software




Host virtual workspaces or rooms where users, guests or 

teammates can join and collaborate



Brand the software or application with your logo and / or 

theme



Real-Time Communication


Reminders and Notifications


Session Transfer


Social Media Integrations


Spell Check


Support Ticket Management


User Interaction Tracking


Video Chat


Technical Expertise Needed for Set Up


Training Aids


Virtual Conference Rooms and Workspaces


White Label
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